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House Resolution 1931

By: Representative Brown of the 69th 

A RESOLUTION

Remembering and honoring the life of Mr. Eddie Lowe; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Mr. Eddie Lowe was a dedicated member of Georgia state government who was2

valued and respected by his friends and colleagues for his knowledge and ability as a3

computer systems analyst; and4

WHEREAS, Mr. Lowe began his merit system career as a data processor and quickly moved5

into the challenging field of computer programming, where his exceptional analytical and6

conceptual skills proved crucial to his complex tasks as a computer systems manager; and7

WHEREAS, he was a major staff member in the computer services center of the Georgia8

Department of Administrative Services and assisted in the administration of the General9

Assembly's computer system beginning in 1972; and10

WHEREAS, Mr. Lowe's knowledge of information systems and computer technology11

enabled the legislative staff functions of bill drafting and bill status reporting to flow without12

interruption during legislative sessions, and he customized the system to meet the demands13

for publishing the journals of each house; and14

WHEREAS, his reliability and guidance on all aspects of computer operations enabled15

Georgia to progress with due care in its legislative computerization; and16

WHEREAS, the patience, dependability, and deep personal commitment of this very talented17

gentleman will be long remembered and admired by all who had the privilege to know him.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that19

the members of this body remember and honor the life of Mr. Eddie Lowe and express their20

most sincere condolences to his family and friends.21
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized1

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to the family of Mr. Eddie2

Lowe.3


